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Playing JOIN JOIN BLUE JOIN BLUE JOIN GREEN JOIN YELLOW CHAT Tap to send a message Game Settings Rounds to win START MAP READY MODE TEAMS OFF EDITOR MAP Vote Apocalypse of MuadDib Level Select SEARCH LATEST TOP RATING Select ... B2: GENERAL B2: GRAPPLE B2: DEATH ARROWS B2: MY MAPS B2: MY FAVS B1: HOT B1: COMMUNITY PICKS B1: ARROW
PICKS B1: FRESH B1: MY MAPS B1: MY FAVS You are currently a spectator. You will participate in this game at the start of the next round. You are about to be kicked for inactivity, press a motion key to stay in this room! You will be matched with other players soon Leave Game? You are about to leave this game. Are you sure? CANCEL OK Super Genjin 2Developer(s)A.I Co., LtdPublisher(s)Hudson
SoftSeriesBonkPlatform(s)Super FamicomReleaseJP: 超原⼈ 28. It is the sequel to Super Bonk and the fifth game in the Bonk series, and the second platform game in the series never to be released outside japan. External links Super Bonk 2 on The Bonk Kompendium (covering all games and references to the Bonk series) Super Bonk / Super Genjin on Hardcore Gaming 101 Notes ^ The character 超 will
usually be romanized as chō, but in the game logoー ー ーパ sūpā is superimposed as a form of furigana This platform game-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Sourced from Custom themes, cosmetics, assets and more to Bonk 2! (bonk2.io) Bonk Leagues Client is a mod for Bonk 2 (bonk2.io/beta), which adds tons of new features to help make your gaming experience
even more fun! BL Client is not a hacked client and is definitely for you to use. FEATURES: - Themes: Jazz up Bonk.io your own experience with bespoke, carefully crafted themes! Themes change the look and style of the user interface - you can even make your own! - Enable: Do you want to change the menu music or sound effects that Bonk 2 uses? With Bonk Leagues Client, you can! - Cosmetics:
Equipment cosmetics like hats, paths and custom name colors for your player! - Other cool stuff: Bonk Leagues Client has plenty of other cool features to play with: Controller support, text-to-speech chat, spectator freecam, chat formatting, custom commands, and more! What are you waiting for? Install Bonk Leagues Client now! Play aliases: bonk io 2 bonk io 2 unblocked Bonk 2 io description Bonk 2 io
surely have good chances to become your favorite io game. Don't forget to press the heart button! How to PlayGetting to the top of the Leaderboard is the main goal of Bonk 2 io. If you think that getting to the top will let you relax and feel safe, you are wrong. Many players will start chasing you on the monent you get in first place in Bonk 2 io. Bonk 2 io can be played solo, with friends or with online players
all over the world. Unlocked and available version without delay. The game was added about 17 days ago and so far 56k people had played, liked 1453 times and didn't like 332 times. The total rating of Bonk 2 io is 8.0. If you liked this game also try Sudoku Online and Mypuppet io. Check in: Browse, Features, Insentering Comments Part Main Menu of Bonk 2 Beta, October 18, 2020. Bonk 2 is
rewrite/successor to the original Bonk.io. Its existence was confirmed by Chaz himself at Bonk.io Changelog on 17 December 1945. It is being developed in HTML5 and JavaScript, instead of Flash, and some of the new features of Bonk 2 are said to be the ability to create new game modes (hinted at by Chaz) and email verification for accounts (present in Alpha). You will be able to change your password.
Accounts created in Bonk.io are fully usable with the successor. Bonk.io 2 will also feature the 'Hall of Fame', which is where the fifty-nine best cards chosen by BCD and people in it will be ported into the sequel. These 99 cards were previously added to the original Bonk as Community Picks. Around the end of 2017, Chaz also secretly registered the domain bonk2.io, which is confirmed to be owned by
Chaz; the information is checked in relation multiplayer.gg, bonk.io's hosting domain. Bonk 2 Alpha was released on 17 October 2005. The alpha has since been closed. Bonk 2 Beta was released on 13 October 2015. From September 2020, the beta will still be open and free to play. Link to beta: don't need Adobe Flash Player to play the beta version. Please note if you encounter errors, please report them
by sending an email bugs@bonk.io. Trivia ProBond (the current owner of BCD) once said Chaz allowed him to check out a prototype version of bonk 2 skin editor. [Information unverified] Bonk 2 Beta, released On November 25, 2019, includes many new features, such as player size editing (referred to as buffing and nerfing), new game modes, and level restrictions. Galleries Bonk 2 Beta (October-
November 2020) The Custom Game Room List, October 16, 2020.A Custom Game Room, October 24th, 2020.This is a picture of the level editor in Bonk 2, on the map Alpine Megahill of Godstrat November 24th, 2020.This is a picture of Community Picks, a list within Level Select, in Bonk 2.Add an image to this gallery Bonk 2 Beta (May-June 2020) Bonk 2 Beta (November 2019) Bonk 2 in games per. 17.
k 2 beta as of November 20, 2019K a picture for this gallery Bonk 2 Alpha (August 2019) Bonk 2 in games as of 6. , 2019Bonk 2 custom spillobby from August 6, 2019Bonk 2 editor from August 6, 2019Video of Bonk 2 from August 6, 2019Video of Bonk 2 from August 6, 2019Bonk 2 , 2019 Add an image to this gallery Browse features information-based community content is available under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise Mere Bonk.io Wiki Wiki
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